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Low cost chess pieces are made of selected wood in low cost price. The finishing of low cost
chess piece is done manually by using brush. Every pieces are made carefully under good
craftsmanship. Colors are ranging since they are painted upon your request. The basic colors
are brown to dark ones. For pictures and details, go here. 

  
We provide Indonesian  low cost chess piece in various types: 

    -  Tipe Singosari  - Designed with a slimmer model and elegant, with round-eyed horse
running in the added weight of the material tin, so that is not easy to fall in time to play. 
Have a high natural value with russet blend of black against a natural.
    -  Tipe Blambangan  - This chess set is big and elegant. The Knight piece has a strong
virtue. Blambangan chess set has natural look. It goes with two colors, yellow-brown and
natural brown.
    -  Tipe Mataram  - You might favor elegant and natural look to every stuffs you have. When
it comes to a chess set, the Mataram decorative set will be a good option for you.
 
It is an elegant and natural-look chess set that can be used for chess game and interior. 
    -  Tipe Pajajaran  - This chess is well designed in bigger size with strong look of Knights. It
is also natural and elegant with the mixture of yellow-brown and natural brown color.
    -  Tipe Sriwijaya  - If you want to have a strong look, tall, and elegant chess set, your option
should go to Sriwijaya decorative set. The knight piece is designed in bigger look. The King
piece has cone motif.

Go green! We use eco-friendly materials. 

    -  Wood : Wrightia Javanica DC, Dalbergia latifolia Roxb, Teak
    -  Finishing : anti-scratch melamine 
    -  White tin as a weight (optional)
    -  Flannel as underside cover

The application of melamine makes this chess set durable. 

Happy playing!
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